Features & Benefits

**Balanced Pivot Points** - Promotes maximum comfort throughout the full range of mechanism.

**Ottoman Extension** – Mechanism offers more ottoman extension than the 611 version

**Sub-Ottoman** – Designed to safely and attractively fill the gap between the ottoman and the seat when unit is open.

**Variable Leg Height** – Allows for leg heights from 3” (7.5 cm.) to 6” (15 cm.) while concealing mechanism.

**Frame Interchangeability** – The structures featuring 611E mechanisms can also accommodate 611 and 633 mechanisms with very few changes to the mounting hole patterns.

**Measurements** - Hinges are mounted independently from each other, therefore they can accommodate any seat.

**Activation** - The mechanism manually opens by simply pushing on the arms and leaning back.

**Back** - K-D Bracket system complete with anti-release safety clip which allows for easy back removal.